Join and Build the National Emergency Response Network

NO MORE ACCEPTING THE UNACCEPTABLE - NO MORE STOLEN LIVES!

The October 22nd Coalition to Stop Police Brutality, Repression, and the Criminalization of a Generation is calling on justice-loving people to unite to build a National Emergency Response Network against police violence. The purpose of this network is to connect people across the country to be able to activate a coordinated response when the next police outrage occurs, which as we should all be aware by now, is not a matter of IF it will occur, but WHEN.

What will this network do?
- **Respond** to killings and abuses by law enforcement, building opposition on an increasingly coordinated level locally, statewide, and nationally
- **Monitor** police crimes against the people—both the ones that make national news and the ones that don’t
- **Inform** people with the best information we have about each incident, as well as share ideas for tactics and resources among different local areas
- **Support** the victims and families and loved ones of victims and connect them with other families
- **Speak out** for the victims and their loved ones, and build a struggle for justice around each case

To find out more, and to get involved in the crucial efforts now underway to build the National Emergency Response Network, join the October 22nd Coalition to Stop Police Brutality, Repression, and the Criminalization of a Generation:

october22.org  oct22national@gmail.com